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Backtalk Monroe

The Crow
Smells

To the Editor:
Concerning Richard Mallory's

recent article entitled "Some
Crow Please," I can only reply
that it was one of the most
disgraceful examples of rash,
unintegrated, unsubstantiated
rhetoric that was ever produced,
(the article was disgraceful on
many counts not the least of which
was scholarship.)

He begins by declaring pride to
be "the largest single cause of
discord among mankind . . . due
to the fact that no logic is involved
in pride." on the unchallenged
axiom that humility is a virtue.
This ax iom has not b ren
cha l lenged to th is day. I t
represents the implicit assump-
tion at the base of contemporary
philosophy, and Mr. Mallory
served nicely to voice what a
rational person would consider
thoughtfully before wildly
asserting. He contends that no
logic is involved in pride and goes
on to define and document by
irrelevant analogies that clearly
show he has no idea what his
generalities imply.

Consider his explanation of
pr ide ' s i l logic : " i t is the
presumption that correct past
judgment are reason to believe
that future decisions will be
equally successful." He concludes
that "In no way does past success
insure more of the same." That
obvious premise is so blatantly
apparent it isn't even worth
repeating but though it does not
have anything to do with pride or
his article, Mr. Mallory found it a
valuable addition to his argument.
I'll cut the diatribe here.

The fact is that his infatuation
with the word logic and the
incoherent, sundry patches of self-
righteous condemnations are not
worthy of careful consideration.
There is one point, however,
which deserves serious criticism.
Though Mr. Mallory has no
conception of the meaning of pride
and, in as much as, his paper is a
feeble attempt to extol abject
humility and respect the lack of
self-esteem and self-respect, he
touched upon one point in defense
of his ideal with the intellect and
ignorance of a primordial savage.
He cited Red China's attempt to
en te r the U.N. which was
obstructed by the U.S. The reason
he gives is pride. He continues
"The U.S. obviously is proud of
their government and even more
proud at the imitation of it. "It's
like the self-pride of a chile who
imitates a game his friends play."
To those among you with any
integrity, that cherish any ideals
or respect the abstractions and
ideas of freedom that the U.S. was
founded on think of what his
c y n i c a l a c c u s a t i o n s and
prepostrous metaphors imply.

The manifestation of moral
disintegration expressed in those
words is horrifying. One example
will suffice to demonstrate.
Consider a business partnership
between an honest man and a
s w i n d l e r . The s w i n d l e r
contributes nothing to the success
of the business but the honest
man's reputation provides a cover
for the swindler to operate. Now
apply th is ana logy to the
collaboration of free countries
with a communist dictatorship in
the U.N. The U.N. is an institution
allegedly dedicated to keeping the
peace and propagating freedom
and Mr. Mallory proposes to
admit Red China the most brutal,
bloodiest dictatorship and largest
scale mass-murderer and mass

enslaver in history second only to
Soviet Russia.

This is such a vicious attack on
reason and morality that any
further discussion is superfluous.
But to add to this Red China
openly declares that seh wont rest
until her goal of world conquest by
violent revolution is realized.
And what would Red China get out
of a seat in the U.N. with the semi-
free countries? Quotations from
Ayn Rand concerning Soviet
Russia's part in the U. N. answer:
But the communist world has
gained a moral sanction, a stamp
of civilized respectability from
the Western world — it has gained
the status and prestige of an equal
partner, thus establishing the
notion that the difference between
human rights and mass slaughter
is merely a difference of political
opinion. An institution allegedly
formed for the purpose of using
the united might of the world to
stop an aggressor, has become the
means of using the united might of
the world to force the surrender of
one helpless country after another
into the aggressor's power. "What
would you expect from a crime-
fighting committee who's board of
directors included the leading
gangsters of the community?"

"In any compromise between
food and poison, it is only death
that can win. In any compromise

between good and evil, it is only
evil that can profit." Yes, Mr.
Mallory's paper is a rotten
structure of mindless hypocrisy
and these are the "magnificent
rewards" to be achieved by his
advice of "swallowing that
p r i d e . " In the midst of the
intellectual darkness in which
we're drowning, this paper is
intended to shine a light on the
minds of those who s t r ive
consistently and unremittingly to
attain truth always questioning,
testing and improving objectively
the dogmas, biases and prejudices
that contaminate our society.
Clearly, "My country right or
wrong," does not constitute pride
but rather the lack of it. The
individual who would stick with an
ideal that he acknowledges is
wrong, or has become outdated, is
not expressing any sort of pride
but rather displaying what little
value he places on being right thus
admitting what little pride he
takes in truth. Price presupposes
something to be proud of. Since
being wrong is certainly nothing to
be proud of, it would take a
mentality like Mr. Mallory's to
c i t e t ha t quo ta t i on as an
expression of pride. This the
substance and essence of the
issues that he's taken all too
lightly.

Demetrius Unastasiurtis

Two Failures:
Whose Responsibility?

THE SIGN outside the Bursar's office reads, "Scholar
Incentive checks for Fall 1970 will be here in January." Those of
us who opened our mail today may have seen a notice from MCC
that the tuition deposit for Spring 1971 is due. Those of us who
were here last year may remember when the Board of Trustess
promised that beginning in Fall 1970, students would no longer
have to wait long months for their checks to come: the school
would subtract the amount of Incentive award from the student's
tuition at registration time. This was a hollow promise for many
of us, whose Notice of Award came too late for the school to
subtract the amount from the tuition. (DON'T write the college
saying "my tuition payment for Spring 1971 will be here in
August" . . . somehow, things don't work the same in that
direction.)

THE BRICK LOUNGE is supposedly an area for the
enjoyment of all the students. However, a small minority of
students have decided to "enjoy" the Lounge by throwing their
pop cans, cigarette butts, and assorted trash anywhere it may
fall, thus making the area uninhabitable for those of us who
prefer a clean place to sit down and chat with our friends. (Are
these really the same students who so vocally supported Earth
Day last Spring?)

And so it is . . . by claiming too many rights and ignoring our
responsibilities, we deny the rights of others. When others ignore
their responsibilities, our rights are trampled. When this
happens, people's roles in life turn topsy-turvy, and nothing is as
it should be. The distinguished Board of Trustees has become a
naughty child who neglects his work as soon as Mommy turns her
head away, while the New Generation in the Brick Lounge rivals
General Motors in p.c.p.q. (per capita pollution quotient).

Isn't it time we ALL quit being so selfish, and began
considering our responsibilities to our fellow man?

— Leo V. Bosner

LOUNGING AROUND
To The Editor:

Is there a new breed of animal
evolving at M.C.C.? Predictions
say that by the end of the 1970 year
this animal will be able to adapt
itself to any conditions forced
upon it.

Now under intensive study is
how long this animal can survive
in its own debris.

The bricklounge is basically a
good place. The music is good, the
people are a vibrant high and the
benches a r e a l i t t l e more
comfortable than the nearest
stone slab, but the walking
conditions are a bit hazardous,
(no, its not because the trash cans
are in the way). Nor is it because
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we are trying for an award in the
collage category. It's because of a
few thoughtless people.

Why must we cope with
wallowing our way through coffee
cups, coke cans or a few thousand
cigarette butts? Did you know that
no one in the lounge has to walk
more than fifteen feet to deposit
refuse in the nearest trash can?

The brick lounge can be a good
place for all of us 9 - 5'ers. It's got
everything going for it but beauty
— but who needs beauty? Comfort
is good enough.

For all you beautiful people let's
try making M.C.C. our part-time
home, a better place to live.

Name Withheld by Request

MAKE ONE PERSON
HAPPY TODAY . . .

COMMIT ONE
UNSELFISH ACT
TOMORROW. . .

and the world
will be a better
place because
you are alive.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
FROM THE MEMBERS

OF THE MONROE
DOCTRINE
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BACKTALK cont...
To the Editor:
To: Professor Szweda

While working on teacher
evaluation last week, it came to
our attention that you wanted no
part of the evaluation. I, along
with the others, would like to know
why you feel this way. Is it
because you are such a sub-
standard teacher that you don't
want everybody to know, or is it
that your on some sort of ego trip,
but too modest to let people know
you're a good instructor? This
evaluation was designed to
provide every student, present and
future, with a partial insight on
the good and bad professors in the
school. These will be available for
registration next semester. Do
you think that by not cooperating
with this evaluation that students
will automatically think you are a
good instructor? GUESS AGAIN!
We would really like to know what
the hell is going through your
mind.

Please respond through this
newspaper.

Thanks,
Dave Silverthorn
064-40-3131

ABORTION?
There are being introduced into

the New York assembly three new
bills which are amendments to the
six months old Abortion Law.

The first says that no abortions
will be performed in a doctor's
office or clinic, not specifically
within the confines of a legally
constituted hospital.

The second states that an
abortion in New York will not be
performed on anyone not having
lived in New York six months
prior to the operation.

Six months ago, New York State
reformed its ancient abortion law.
Mothers, parents, unwed mothers,
welfare victims and fathers from
various sectors, pleaded for the
reform. Make a physical reality, a
mental torture and a emotional
trauma — a moral question — not

a law. Let each decide whether to
have a child or not . Stop
unwanted, unloved, ill-treated and
often regretted children from
being born. Let them not be borne
into a life of misery and do not
destroy the lives of the mothers
and fathers and their families and
friends without their consent.
Both the lives of the living and the
non-living were taken into account
and the choice was given back to
the people involved. The law was
reformed.

Now, church people and
philosophical moralists who were
abhored by abortions in the first
place, but some of who backed the
reform, are appalled with the
sight of reality. First, it was the
lives of the living and non-living
that was considered. Now, it is the
quantity of lives, who have made
the choice, that they consider.

Now, it is State lines, from
where the lives come, that they
consider.

Now, it is time limits they
consider when can people 's
problems be justified in being
dealt with.

Before it was seen that help was
needed and that many facilities
were needed and hopefully the
cost would also be kept down. Now
they consider only special places
w h e r e a b o r t i o n s can be
performed, without regard to cost.
Doctors are not competent

enough to perform abortions
outside hospitals and clinics are
only good enough to treat most
human medical problems, but
certainly not good enough to
perform abortions.

Before it was considered that
there were legitimate reasons to
have an abortion from zero weeks
to the present reform. Now it
sickens their sense that so many
have chosen, what they consider, a
wise solution to any number of
problems encountered in all
stages of pregnancy. Now, only
those problems encountered in the

first twelve weeks are to be
recommended legitimate. After

that, too bad, tough and tough
luck, you didn't encounter your
problems sooner.

Before people thought of the
quality of life, no matter whose,
no matter from where, both living
and non-living. The problems of
humans encountered over a
pregnancy were going to be dealt
with; no more was the law to
settle the question purely on
phi losophical , mora l , and
religious grounds. Reality of the
flesh were going to be met headon.

However, now we see bills being
in t roduced tha t dea l with
philosophical, moral and religious
at quantity not quality. Bills that
deal with State lines instead of
with the lines of humans no matter
whose or from where. Bills that
deal with time limits instead of
with the problems of life no
matter when they're encountered.
If you don't have a problem when
they say, tough! "I'll give you a
chance — 12 weeks or forget it.
They will say, "You had your
chance — you should of had that
problem sooner or you should have
forseen the future.

Quantity not quality of life,
state lines not lives of humans and
time limits, not help for human
problems — that's what these
proposed new bills offer. Their
sickness of pride, their sickness of
reality — it's too harsh — hide it!
— is what they offer. Their self-
rightousness, their inhumanity to
man is what they offer.

—St. Patrick

Women's
Lib on
Sports

By Rosemary Sherman
Despite whatever the guys of

the world believe, there are
WOMEN who are armchair
quarterbacks, too! Maybe we have
the odds against us, but so do most
quarterbacks for at least one play
during each football game.
According to the never changeable
ideas of some people, (ahem!),
women belong anywhere but with
ten feet of the television set during
the weekend football sprees. (This
also applies on Monday nights and

SUPPORT

wricc

s o m e s p e c i a l d a y s l i k e
Thanksgiving, Christmas, New
Years Day etc.) Heaven help any
woman who also approaches said
set during the zenith football
weekends of the playoffs or,
during Super Sunday! (January
17th guys, if you don't know by
now.) We women can enjoy all the
fumbles, mud, plays, cursing,
passes (with the football that is,)
and interceptions and a rare
lateral play just as much as you
guys do.

I've yet to meet a guy who
knows every player on EVERY
football team in BOTH leagues,

but how many women do you guys
know who know that Bubba Smith
plays football, let alone what team
he plays for and what he does?
(Note: he's on the Baltimore Colts
and is a great member of the
defensive squad and can really
plug up those holes.) I also think
the Colts'11 make it all the way to
Super Sunday, but that's another
entire article. (New York Jet
fans, please note!) Give the
women armchair quarterbacks a
chance, guys. If you do, you might
find out it's fun to have someone to
cheer with while you watch all of
those football games.

•It's Greek To Me

SIGMA KAPPA DELTA
SKID's basketball team got off

to a winning start beating their
opponents 29-21. Stars of the week
were Vinnie Maschangelo. Randy
Lane and Tom Kolupski. Our team
plays every week in the tough
Thursday Intramural League.

SKID is m a k i n g f i n a l
preparations for their biggest
event of the year, SKID-IN IV on
New Year's Eve. This one looks
like it could be the best yet. It has
been observed that brother Vinnie
Maschangelo's eyes seem to light
up whenever he attends the V.I.
Can't wait to see his reactions at
the SKID-IN.

The brothers of SIGMA KAPPA
DELTA wish the members of the
faculty and all of the student body
a safe and happy Holiday Season.

Hank McCarrick

OKX
1

'Twas the last day of classes
Ah. . . what the heck
Lets move to the Nuggett . . .
OKX
Joking and laughing with
Christmas cheer
While eating pizza and drinking
beer.
When all of a sudden
There arose such a clatter
Kennan tripped, and
Dropped the platter.
Pepperoni and sauce
All over the walls
Go get it Louie .

Our fearless leader calls.
'Twas I in my jacket and
Peepka in hose, and
When she farted,
The whole table rose.
ON,. . LaRosa, Luke, Stinky and
Paul
Make for the door,
Before she kills us all.
The meeting broke in a hurry that
day,
With MOON wishing you
ALL THE BEST OF HOLIDAYS!!

Moon, Reporter
Greg Darrow

Our Christmas Service Project
once again will be a Canned Food
Drive and Toys Drive, with the
toys to be given to Gamma
Chi's Toys for Tots. The food will
be distributed to various organi-
zations.

We had a Christmas Candy Sale
for our Foster Child in Vietnam
that was a huge success. Thanks
for buying.

Once a g a i n , M E R R Y
CHRISTMAS and HAPPY NEW
YEAR.

STINKY

KOR

Something unusual hits MCC
this afternoon. Its Kappa's Talent
Show. Talent? Is there any in this
school? Come to the cafeteria

from 2:30-4:30p.m. and see.
Eddie Meath will be Master of

Ceremonies since all proceeds will
go to the Eddie Meath Christmas
Fund. Santa Claus and his
gorgeous helpers will be present
too!!

Kappa and Sigma are planning
to go Christmas caroling over our
vacation.

Our car wash Sunday was a
success and we all got our monthly
baths.

Watch for our sale of the In-
Society Discount books!

Merry Christmas
The Frog
KOR Mascot

AXB

Alpha Chi Beta has been very
busy so far this year. All the girls
put forth a splendid effort in
November's Blood Drive. Their
reward? A super plaque presented
the sorority by the Red Cross
Blood Drive Committee. Yeah
AXB Bloodhounds!

Last month AXB also admitted
13 new beautiful, gorgeous and
fantastic sisters. They're all a
bunch of great girls and very good
workers. We even have our own
set of Bobbsey Twins, (right,
Rosemary and Barb!)

Earlier this year, AXB came
through again winning the mini-
steeple chase, being awarded 2

trophies which we will put in the
trophy case (if they ever get it put
up).

Our annual AXB bazaar was last
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
We all had a fantastic time and a
lot of support came from
everyone.

Last Saturday and Sunday AXB
along with Phi Pi Sigma held an
art auction here at school. Thanks
goes to everyone who contributed
their time and money. Benefits
went e n t i r e l y to the MCC
Scholarship Fund.

Just one more thing . . . Alpha
Chi Beta wishes everyone a very
happy and merry Christmas!
Study hard over vacation for those
finals!

Fig

Sigma Iota Chi
We'd like to wish all of our

fellow students and teachers a
safe and very Merry Christmas.

All the sisters of Sigma would
like to wish Karen a Happy 18th.

Our Christmas Service Project,
of simple card holders, was
appreciated by the senior citizens
of the Hurlbut Nursing Home,
accross from MCC.

During Christmas Vacation,
Kappa and Sigma plan on going
caroling — giving as well as
r e c e i v i n g joy , in the t rue

"Christmas spirit.
Have a Happy
Ruth Edwards
Pres. Sigma Iota Chi

GAMMA CHI

Gamma Chi's basketball team
opened up the MCC Intramural
Basket League with a 46-36 win
over the All-Stars.

The brother combo of David and
Paul Reissig turned in great
games with Paul scoring 17 points.
Dick DeFiore also turned in a
good game.

Gamma Chi is sponsoring a
Toy's for Tots Drive for the
children who will have to spend
Christmas in the Hospital. All
toy's collected will go to the
Marines for refurbishing. We are
asking for help on this project
from every MCC student. Bring
the toys up to the cafeteria and put
the toys in boxes under the tree.

We had a successful Induction at
Gary Cantaben's house Sat. Dec. 5
with 21 new brothers being
inducted. A special thanks goes to
Gary Cantaben, his parents, Tom
Fantigrossi, Elain Ashitino, Joe
Willie De Meis and Paul Reissig.

Thanks For Listening
Dave "Stubby" Staub
Gamma Chi Reporter

P.S. Remember the toys for tots
drive! It's important for these
children to have a Mery and
Happy Christmas.
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MOVIES IN
REVIEW
By Ken Bianchi

SCROOGE
Albert Finney is absolutely

marvelous as that famed old
skinflint, Scrooge, the meanest
man in town, in this romping
musical (I personally am bored
with musicals, with the exception
of P a i n t Your Wagon and
Scrooge.) adapted from Charles
Dickens" A Christmas Carol. He
chortles with delight as he croaks
his theme song, I Hate People,
from the entertaining score by
Leslie Bricusse, whimpers with
horror as he faces the ghost of
Jacob Marley. turns tipsy when he
sips the milk of human kindness.
Before he is finally transformed
into lovable Uncle Ebenezer,
Finney flies through the sky,
dances at his own funeral, has a
taste of hell's fire down below. He
ages from twenty to thirty to more
than twice that age; in short,
Scrooge is an actor's dream, and
Finney makes the most of it. He is
surrounded by a cast of equally
adept players, including Alec
Guiness as Marley's ghost, Edith
Evans as the ghost of Christmas
past and Kenneth More as the
gargantuan ghost of Christmas
present. This is the hundredth
anniversary of Charles Dickens'
death; there are few better ways
to remember the great storyteller
than to spend two hours enjoying
Scrooge.

McKenzie Break
Of the 600 prisoners of war held

captive in Camp McKenzie, 28 are
experienced German submarine
commanders, urgently needed by
Hitler and Admiral Doentz to
strike a killing blow at allied
forces in the North Atlantic. These
submariners are indespensible
and must escape.

But can they? And what will
their British captors do?

The answer for the British lies
in Captain Jack Conner (Brian
Keith), whose job it is to discover
just what is taking place at
McKenzie. (Each day coded
messages reach the prisoners
from Doenitz's headquarters.)
Conner is immediately confronted
by Captain Schluetter (Helmut
Griem), a young submarine
commander and acting German
Commandant who's a perfect
specimen of Hitler's Youth Corps
training. Conner sees Schluetter
as the key to solving the escape
mystery. While carrying on a
powerful war of wills, the two
develop an intense respect for
each other.

The escape is carried out
according to plan, under the
watchful eye of the British. Both
sides make a mad dash for the
finish.

Kenneth A. Bianchi

What To Look For In an " X " Movie

Prison Drama At
Monroe Community College

"THE CAGE", an explosive
prison drama written, directed
and acted by a company of ex-
convicts called The Barbwire
Theatre, will be presented by the
MCC Cultural Events Committee
at MCC Little Theater on Jan. 12,
8:30 p.m. The eighty minute
performance is followed by a
dramatic confrontation in which
the actors engage the audience on
topics ranging from "why I went
to prison" to "what you can do to
keep the next man from going."
This is a free-wheeling, no-holds-
barred session in which any and
all questions are entertained, and
in which passions can, and usually
do, run high — both onstage and
off.

"THE CAGE" was written by
Rick Cluchey while he was serving
a life sentence without possibility
of parole for robbery-kidnapping.
Performed by the San Francisco
A c t o r ' s Workshop and on
educational television, the play
helped convince former Governor
Edmund "Pat" Brown that Mr.

Cluchey was su f f i c i en t ly
r e h a b i l i t a t e d to w a r r a n t
clemency. Mr. Cluchey was
released to life parole in 1966 at
age 33, almost twelve years after
he had entered San Quentin.

The drama is al legorical ,
vividly depicting aspects of prison
life not usually dramatized — the
importance of "reference groups"
and the "dozen's game"; bizarre
prison humor; the intricacies of
prison homosexuality and related
violence; the role of religion
behind bars; the effect of rigid
institutionalization upon both
inmates and guards; and the
inevitable development of first
offenders into hardened criminals
through their treatment in many
of our correctional institutions.

"THE CAGE" is the first
American play written by an
inmate and produced behind the
walls of a prison. Tickets are
available at the Student Activities
office and at the door. MCC
students $1.00, students $2.00,
adults $3.00.

By Gail Di Pasquale
The purpose of this article is to

serve as a guide for those of you
who are seeing an X-rated (dirty,
nasty, pornographic, "no-no")
movie for the first time. These
films are becoming increasingly
popular in our society, and it
shouldn't be too long before even
"Walt Disney Productions" are
throwing a few risque scenes in
among their "G" rated flicks.
Even if you don't really want to
see such a movie, you never know
when the situation will come up
where you'll have to sit through
one. Here are a few helpful hints
on how to view one of these films
without really looking at it:

First of all, an innocent-looking
expression must be present on
your face when buying your ticket.
You don't want the old lady at the
ticket window to think nasty
things about you, do you?!? As it
is. she's bound to give you one of
those "Does your mother know
you're here?" looks. Just show her
your I.D., smile sweetly, and try
not to look like you enjoy feeling
wicked!! (and you do, you know —
the thought of seeing an X-rated
movie thrills you; its the actual
viewing that gets you squeamish!)

Now that you've by-passed the
ticket window, the next step is to
find a seat in back of some tall
people, or maybe a lady wearing a

IN REVIEW

large hat. If that fails, take a lew
minutes to practice slouching
down in the seat!

After these preliminaries are
over, you purposely smudge your
glasses with your popcorn-
buttered fingers and prepare
yourself for the first scene.

Well, the first two minutes
aren't too bad. As a matter of fact,
it looks pretty innocent. A few
lines of dialogue . . . oh, oh!
There goes her blouse, etc. etc.
The thing to do now is study the
ceiling for possible cracks, peeling
paint, and other interesting flaws
to distract your attention from the
"activity" going on on the screen.
Examine the torn upholstry on the
seat next to you, check the lining
of your coat for any rips or pulled
threads. When the ecstatics'
moaning and groaning becomes
more than you can "bare", excuse
yourself and go buy some popcorn,
even if you just had some, or if you
hate popcorn!! Drink alot of water
so you have to go to the bathroom
every 2 or 3 minutes..

By practicing these few easy
steps, it ought to be fairly easy to
get through this first harrowing
experience with the typical X-
ra ted movie . And a lways
remember to attend lots of these
types of movies after all
practice does make perfect!!

FROSTY SUCCESS!!
R. Stuart Marks

Winter perhaps will be not quite
as cold, at least for the cast and
crew of Frosty the Snowman,
produced last week in MCC's
Little Theater to the joy and
thrills of well over one thousand
and perhaps by now two thousand
area youngsters.

The attendance at the Friday
performances (there were two)
were over six-hundred each,
making the days totals over a
thousand! This was by far the
most successful outpouring
audience participation in the
history of the Little Theater. The
seats were covered to the extent
of at least 90% by little muchkins
who came in adoring quantities to
enjoy an afternoon with a "cool"
dude.

Capturing the stage was Lynda
Blauw as Frosty, who despite the

Christmas
Party

in
Cafeteria
TODAY!

2:30-4:30

YER BLUES

Buddy Gy and Jr. Wells . . . big success along with Damnation, Catfish,
the Dells, and Alice Cooper on Dec. 4.

By Cole Springer
After months of delay, the Steve

Stills album is out. It is an uneven
collection of mediocre songs,
something I never expected from
Stills, who has always been a fine
guetarist and singer and an
excellent composer. His most well-
known songs include, "For What
It's Worth," "Bluebird". Suite:
"Judy Blue Eyes," "Wooden
Ships," "49 Bye-Bye's," "Carry
On." and "4 plus20."

None of the songs on the new
solo album approaches the calibre
of the above-named songs. The
material on this album is routine,
uninspired and badly put together.
"Love The One You're With," is a
good rocker with some fine organ,
but I can't get away from the fact
that it sounds so much like his
songs on the first Crosby, Stills &
Nash album. Not that that is a bad
album; of course, it's good and
contains some good Stills songs,
but on his brand new album, I'd
rather hear something new, not
reworkings of older themes.
Granted, on some cuts of the solo
album, he tries to branch out, but
he goes the route or orchestrated

rock or lack of choruses. Nothing
is wrong with using orchestras to
back up a song, if the arrangement
is good and the recording is good.
Stills arranged orchestras for two
songs: "Church" and "Cherohes."
The former's orchestra sounds
terrible; it's just bad music. The
latter suffers because he is trying
to fit a big jazz band into a song
where it just does not belong. One
orchestral ar rangement , by
jazzman Arif Marden, is used on a
song called "Flame" and it is one
of the more successful songs on
the album (although certainly
not one to please hard rock
freaks). My conclusion is that
Stills should leave his arranging to
others, or else just stick to rock
and roll. He sticks to it very well
on the two cuts which feature
Hendrix and Clapton. Here, you
get what you want; good, solid
music, no fooling around.

In conclusion, a disappointing
album, which has its moments.
The music is not terrible, but it is
not great and coming from
someone like Stephen Stills, I
think it should have been.

lack of d r ama t i c l ines and
soliliquies still endeared herself to
the hearts of the little ones.
Assisting in the role of the
" h e a v y " was Gerod Brown
playing the part of Officer Bump,
a huffing puffing constable of
Law, constantly trying, and
failing, to track down Frosty to
the uproarious delight of all
present.

The scene that made it, if one
can be singled out, was the Frosty -
nurse - Bump confrontation that
brought the house down including
the adults and student present. . .
I was surprised hearing Frosty's
voice for the first time and finding
it belonged to a Frostielte, Lynda
Blauw. After the performance,
she told me that she got the role
because she was the only one that
could cry high enough. It was a
good choice.

A lot of thanks and recognition
should go to unseen and often
unsung heroes of the stage. Among
those in the fore-front were Mary
Belle-Isle who coordinated
publicity and arranged the
impressive task of bringing the
crowds in by the droves. The Show
was directed by Miss Dixie
Whitney of the Speech and Theater
Depar tment who this year
appears to have done a fine job at
the helm. The technical Designer
and Director was A. Donald
Walshum, chai rman of the
department and director of
"Come Back Little Sheba" which
appeared about a month ago.
Stage Manager Niedermaier was
enthusiastic over the turn out and
complimented everyone involved.

After the performance. Frosty
went out into the audience and was
immediately and summarily
mobbed by throngs of admirers,
clamoring for autographs. Up the
stairs and a little off to the side
was Santa Claus, surrounded by a
smal le r crowd, answering
questions of dubious onlookers,
and defining realities with a
grandiose tug of his beard.

And the performers, and the
crews clapped each other's backs,
the kids filed back aboard the long
yellow buses amid tangled piles of
rubber boots, snowsuits, mittens
and giggles, and I walked to the
parking lot, my scarf braced
between my throat and old man
winter, and began to unconsiously
hum Frosty's jolly theme song.
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Be Thyself!
By Rosemary Sherman

Whether or not you consciously
realize it, everybody, at least once
in his lifetime, faces the cold fact
that he must accept himself as he
is. Since we are all human, it's
only natural that we try to avoid
this at all cost by burying this fact
alive. If we suppress this
showdown with real i ty , our
actions will reflect this. You may
not know it but your feelings of
inadequacy may make you tend
toward domination of others.
Hostile acts reflect a feeling that
the recipient really deserves what
he's getting. If only a few of you
"out t h e r e " would accep t
yourselves as you are and stop
trying to act like someone else it
would be a much better school in
which to try to communicate with
your fellow man! I've read that
Love liberates all potential and if
someone shows you an act that
shows he cares, it's only natural
that you feel good and do an act
like that in return to someone eles.
If only the potential of the
students here at MCC could be
liberated! Could you imagine
that? I can, but I doubt enough of
the students here would be willing
to act as they truly are long
enough to get such a chain
reaction started. I guess that 'tis
the stuff from which dreams are
made!

Grafitti
Did you know that Student

Government meetings are OPEN
TO YOU? I had heard this silly
rumor time and again from the
paper, and from friends on
Student Government. Every
Monday and F r iday , I and
company (others who ascertained
this rumor to be false) waited
around for those government
f r i e n d s to c o m e out of
confinement (the S.A. Board
Room).

I finally decided to prove this
rumor false, so you know what I
did? I went to a meeting — and
you'll never guess — that rumor is
FACT! If you won't take my word
for it, see for yourself!

..P.S. And
"Leave a
mailfolder."

you don
note in

t have to
anyone's

• • •
Little Rich (Mallory, that is)

has received his share of snickers
for being such a pesty little kid. It
has been suggested we rename the
MD the "Rich Mallory Journal."
In case you hadn't noticed, there
were a lot of one man's opinion in
the MD's last issue, and in
numerous preceeding issues. I
joined in chorus with those who
whispered behind the dear boy's
back about writing style, (but
then, not everyone likes mine)
subject matter, (I guess we all get

Around Town

The Mark sis t View
"AND THEY WERE ONE. 11

By R.Stuart Marks
An interesting observation of

America's so-called Revolution of
the masses, is that for every
radical revolutionary, there is a
different revolution. There are
umpteen revolutionary causes to
adhere to, just as many ideologies,
leaders, principles, manifestos,
dogma and traditions that keep
America's new left in a perpetual
s t a t e of c o m p l e t e and
unadulterated chaos.

Just ask people where they
place themselves politically. The
answer will go, " r ight , left,
middle left, middle right, middle
moderate, violent moderate,
moderate violent, violent ritht,
right violent, center forward,
halfback, uptight, round the
corner, uninvolved, predisposed,
unexposed, under fed, violently in
favor of peace, peacefully in favor
of violence, and on and on ad
nauseum.

Dispari ty and disunity of
thought then, is one of the main
reasons why the new left will not,
as it now exists, amount to any
earth shaking change in American
history. Minorities are ineffectual
when factions within them are

a bit trite) and yes, those articles
on w h a t ' s up in S t u d e n t
Government (that seem to get
slightly muddled by the time they
reach the paper). But, after
joining in the ridicule (Bless me
father . . .) I find it is I and those
like me who are wrong.

Richie tries! He writes articles
for the paper — he gives his
opinions. Every one of his fifty
million articles is typed when
submitted (If he types with two
fingers, bless him). He's doing a
good job and after thinking about
it I find him much nicer than I had
before.

But, I'd still like to see someone,
anyone — write more articles a
week than Rich Mallory. (Then at
least we'd have a two-man
opinion. Right???) So, who's going
to meet the challenge to out-do
Rich Mallory? Volunteers, arm
yourselves with paper and pen and
do it! But . . . remember, with
quantity comes quality plus.

Irene

DAY SESSION REGISTRATION
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 1971

Every returning day student planning to register for the
Spring semester 1971 must meet with his faculty advisor
sometime between January 4 through January 13 in order to
receive, plan, and complete an approved Course Register Form.
If you don't know who your advisor is, check with the Counseling
office in the Administration Building, Room 204.

Registration will be held on the following dates:
February 1 - 3 : Career Programs, Engineering Science,

Business Administration
February 3-5; Liberal Arts
A more specific registration time schedule, as well as more

detailed information about advisement and registration, will be
in your mail folders on January 4.

In order to register at your scheduled time, you must:
(1) have an approved course register;
(2) have paid all outstanding library fines, parking

fines, and past tuition debts;
(3) be academically eligible.
Every student must expect to pay all of his fees and tuition

for Spring semester at the time he registers.

pulling in different directions and
therefore can not become an
effective striking force.

One man who had it all together
and was able to unite different,
diverse factions into a cohesive
revolution was Adolph Hiter . . .
It 's true that his system was
nightmare, however the man's
genius for takeover was without a
doubt extraordinary. The Hitler
experiment is one to learn from
When minority factions are as
one, they become a majority
faction. If American minority
factions join under one banner
unite in purpose and direction they
will become a hard hitting and
powerful force in American
development.

This does not mean that this
force should be one of violent
revolution, a tool of destruction of
a system, but a momentum of
quietly building a revolution of the
mind.

Having unity of meaning and
direction is the primary step
forward accomplishing anything
with millions of people. Hundreds
of dicofamous views cannot be
incorporated in a movement and
meet with success. Chaos is lack
of organization and planning and
rips movements apart in its
vortex.

R a c i a l , p o l i t i c a l , and
economical minorities have to
become a single minded being,
bent on one path, striving through
the same means to accomplish the
same ends.

Or minorities and factions can
continue on their blind paths of
vengence, and unwittingly occupy
the dung-hill of politics.

Riviera:
The Greatest Story Ever Told: a

biblical account of the life of Jesus
Christ: DECEMBER 16.

Song of Norway: the life and
music of Edward Grieg, turned
into schlock: DECEMBER 22.
Stoneridge:

On a Clear Day You Can See
Forever: Barbra Streisand and
Yves Montand.

Coming: The Private Life of
Sherlock Holmes.
Loews:

F ive E a s y P i e c e s : J a c k
Nicholson plays the throw-out of a
g i f t e d , s e d a t e f a m i l y of
musicians. He has the same
musical gift, but prefers to
squander it as he squanders his
life. He has a delicate ear for
auspicious beginnings, and when
time gives out on him he knows
how to run.
Fine Arts:

2001: A Space Odyssey; Stanley
Kubrick's prophetic myth.
Town II:

Lovers and Other Strangers: a
comedy directed by Cy Howard,
with a rackingly good cast for
such tripe (Anne Jackson, Gig
Young, Robert Dishy). It seems
that a good five or seven sketches
have been hustled into one.
Congreve's wit has declined now
into ethnic cracks and complaints
about brand names, and the sound
of sheets rustling over huffy
bodies fills the air.
Panorama:

Gone With the Wind: the
immortal giant with Clark Gable.

Coming: Little Faus and Big
Halsy: Michael J. Pollard and

Robert Redford as buddy-buddy
motorcycle racers in a crass
attempt at a raunchy youth
picture.
Lyell:

Joe: a hardhat type, mouthing
prejudices about the young and the
blacks and the freeloaders on
welfare, meets a well-heeled
liberal adman, and they strike up
a murderous alliance. Peter Boyle
plays the bigot; John Avildsen
directed.
Waring:

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid: with Paul Newman, Robert
Redford and Katharine Ross.
Stutson:

The McKenzie Break: Brian
Keith in a competent adventure
film about a group of German U-
boat men trying to break out of a
prisoner-of-war camp in Scotland.
Town I:

Scrooge: with Albert Finney and
Alec Gui ness.
Paramount:

Her, She and Him: X-rated.
Monroe:

Scorpio 70: X-rated.
Little:

Take a Girl Like You: Haley
Mills.
Coronet:

The Virgin and the Gypsy:
Christopher Miles' film of a short
D. H. Lawrence novel transmits
the true feeling of a Midland
rectory family, a tribe practicing
sarcasm and proscription. The
virgin daugh te r is Joanna
Shimkus, the gypsy is Franco
Nero. The picture is a bit busy but
very intelligent, with Lawrence's
strength and a passing silent
humor of its own.
—Ken Bianchi

Your Bills In Action
Bill Benet

Sophomore Delegate
Legislative Council

Week after week I read article
in the Monroe Doctrine criticizing
Student Government members
and complaining that the Student
Association Board is interested
only in itself. Some of these people
a r e g e n u i n e l y c o n c e r n e d
individuals while others are
merely those of our college
community who cont r ibu te
nothing to the improvement of the
school, while complaining about
issues which they know nothing
about. These latter I feel are
unreachable as they don't care
what the truth is. However, I feel I
must answer those people who are
sincerely asking questions about
the Student Association Board.

Just what does the Board do?
This year, as every year, the
Board administers a program to
serve the needs and desires of the
students outside of the classroom.
With $21.00 student activities fee
the S.A. Board provides the
following:

1, concerts and dances
a) orientation weekend
b) fall and spring weekends
c) three large concerts
d) five dances
e) coffee house
f) weekly bands
g) commencement ball

2. all clubs and organizations

(fraternities, ski club, vets
association, etc.)
3. radio station (WMCC)
4. newspaper (MONROE DOC
TRINE(
5. yearbook (RECALL)
6. l i terary magazine (CAB-
BAGES AND KINGS)
7. music association (JAZZ
ENSEMBLE)
8. COMEX theater
9. the entire athletic program
(e.g. the men's and women's
intramural and intercollegiate
teams.)
10. cultural affairs program

a) lectures by area speakers
b) movies
c) nat ional ly prominent

speakers (Max Rafferty, Gloria
Steinem)

d) Professional theater, music
or dance productions — The Cage,
the National Shakespeare Com-
pany

In addition to these programs
the S.A. Board tries to better the
quality of student life in the
college. Attempts this year
include the following:

1) a student inspired Black
Studies program now being
implemented by Doctor Good.

2) the right of students to have
access to the student evaluation of
teacher forms proposed by the All
College Committee. This has now
been accepted by the faculty and
administration.

3) a continuing look at areas

where students may receive credit
for work they are doing outside of
the c lass room. We will be
recommending several areas this
year where this should happen.

4) a tutoring program for
students in trouble academically.

5) an investigation into the food
services program which we hope
will lead to more reasonable
prices and better service.

6) an upcoming campaign to try
and eliminate some of the litter
and pollution caused by our
students.

These and many other areas are
being worked on by the S.A. Board
whose members spend up to forty
hours a week working for the
students without pay, without
credit and most probably without
thanks. I wrote this a r t ic le
because I was mad. Mad at those
who bitch and complain without
bothering to check the facts and
find out what is really going on. I
have tried to present a reasonable
answer as to what your Student
Association Board is doing without
letting my anger carry me into the
r e a l m of i n v e c t i v e which
predominates so many articles in
recent issues of the Monroe
Doctrine. Perhaps because of this
my voice might not be heard. I
hope this is not so, because it is a
voice asking for sanity, for
honesty and for rationality. Why
not let me know one way or the
other?
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U.S. Out of Southeast Asia
Things are taking place rapidly

in t h i s c o u n t r y . The war
continues; increased bombing of
Southeast Asia, a commando raid
into the north, and the continued
genocide of the Vietnamese
people. The number of civilian
deaths has grown so large even the
leaders of South Vietnam are
b e g i n n i n g to a t t a c k t h e
indiscriminate American killing
of Vietnamese people such as at
My Lai.

American troops spend most of
their time stoned, making money
off the blackmarket at the
American tax payers expense.
U.S. medical supplies find their
way to the National Liberation
Front. U.S. soldiers refuse to go
into combat and NCOs and
officers who push too hard get
hand grenades rolled under their
tents or a bullet in their back out
in the field. The commanding
officers build racism to keep the

black and white soldiers from
a t t a c k i n g t h e i r c o m m o n
oppressor, the brass.

The death rate for Black and
Chicano troops is much higher
than the i r p e r c e n t of the
American population. White
troops are mostly the sons of
working class parents. They are
the kids that can't get into school
because of a poor education or
their financial situation. These
groups of lower class people who
get the least from our system are
the ones who must risk their lives
fighting for it. While 60% of the
Federal budget is spent on war
related goods the number of jobs
for the working class decreases
and the price of consumer goods
increases.

Are any of us ready to die in
Vietnam for a cause we don't
understand or believe in.

SDS

ITS TIME TO STAND UP
By Richard Floyd

During the campaign for student
g o v e r n m e n t , some of the
candidates said they would work
to improve our student body,
campus and administration.
G r o u p s of s t u d e n t s and
organizations have talked about
getting mass student support. In
the Monroe Doctrine on October 1,
8, 15, 29, November 19th and
December 3rd, there were articles
on the garbage on campus, the
trash that missed the can, and
stayed where it landed, the litter
that was left on the floor, during
the discussion on our trash, that
filled halls and lawns.

If the people who said they
would lead us to improve MCC,
will again, step forward. The
group(s) who went to organize the
student body behind them. Will the
writer's of the articles, again,
pick up your pens. For we need
leaders for groups to form a
smooth-running campaign, and we

need people who will write
articles to inspire the mass of the
students who don't give a damn.

Every person who is connected
to MCC, whether student, teacher,
administration, maintenance, or
caterer is needed, even SUNY is
needed. The SDS and the veterans
Club, Woman's Lib, sororities,
fraternities, the Right and the
Left, those who care and respect,
those who say shove it when you
ask for help.

If we are able to clean up this
campus and keep the halls,
classrooms and lawns free of
litter, then this will happen. The
time, people and money who now
clean up our mess will be put to
better use, repairing broken
windows, leaky roofs, and making
our campus a better place to come
to.

To everybody who spoke out
against our trash on campus;
broken glass and leaky roofs, to
you have spoken up against that,
now STAND UP!

W.A.S.P.?
By Rich Mallory

The white man certainly is an
odd animal. Full of contradictions
and neurosis he has managed to
wrest control of most of the
world's population and wealth. To
the white man, everyone must be
on a secondary class . On a
conscious level, of course, he
convinces himself that he is
completely without prejudice.
Then he accepts such letter
h e a d i n g s a s D e a r Si r or
Gentlemen. Does this imply that
women are insignificant, or too
brainless to read? Not only does
he belittle women's intelligence,
but the entire black, yellow, and
red race also. The black race in
particular has received the white
man's "hatchet job." As a super-
masculine menial he is accepted
readily. But let one black man try
and tread on the white man's
c o v e t e d i n t e l l e c t u a l -
administrative ground, and the
waves begin to roll.

The best example of this race
stereotyping is shown by the Ali-
Bonavena fight. The thought of a
black heavy-weight champion is
not repulsive to the W.A.S.P. In
fact, it confirms his emasculation
of them. The public accepted

, Sonny Liston, the perfect super-
menial. So why are so many
people against Ali, another black?
Ali broke his steretype by showing
he could think. His outspoken
attitude on a number of issues,
and especially his refusal to
be inducted into the armed forces,
is a direct contradiction to the
way a "good colored" should act.

Now the W.A.S.P. is getting
scared. So in every way they must
discredit him, and strip him of his
well deserved pride. They must
make him toe the line as an
example to any other "foolish
Negro" who might consider
thinking freely.

It will never happen. Right on
Mohammed!!

Red Tape
By Rich Mallory

A new c o u r s e has been
recommended by the Student
Association Board. This course
will be a "study of the role of
leadership as applied to student
government." It is open only to
those elected to an office in the
S.A. and will bear three credits. It
is hoped that his plan will lessen
the workload each member must
carry to get a degree, and thereby,
c r e a t e a m o r e e f f i c i e n t
government. This still must be
approved by the curriculum
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Nineteen year old Odessa
Frazier was chosen That Girl for
this week. Odessa graduated from
West High School in 1969. She is
now a sophmore and is enrolled in
the Secretarial Science Program
here at Monroe Community
College.

Odessa stands 5 feet 2 inches tall
and is very attractive. She enjoys
dancing, bowling, and reading.
She is very active in school
activities. Odessa belongs to the
Black Student Union (BSU) and is
on the Social Committee.

After graduation she plans to go
to work as an executive secretary.

Theophilus

Dr. Good
Joins S.D.S.!

Read further for full details.
It all s t a r t ed when Mike

panicked by me with pathetic "ah,
ah, ooo, ah, ooo's." It was nine in
the morning and I knew when he
kept the noise up and repeatedly
circled my chair in the cafeteria,
that all he wanted was attention.
Knowing this, I still played into his
hands and asked, "What's wrong
Mike?" My nerves by now had
developed frizzies. "Geez, I
missed homeroom!" he replied. I
had no sympathy. I refused to feel
sorry for him, he's been in college
three semesters. But then again it
was hard for him to know. Sure,
there were no bells, and students
dared to smoke outside the Johns,
but he refused to believe sane
adults could bear walking ankle
deep in their own excrement
unless they were something less
than adults.

Wait, I'm sure that girl that just
dropped a Good n' Plenty box on
the floor had breasts large enough
to necessitate having two student
I.D. pictures taken. And the beard
on the guy, who threw down the
second half of a liverwurst and
limburger, was so long it got
caught in his zipper. But does
passing (and in some cases
surpassing) puberty constitute
being an adult? No!

The message given the odd lady
in "Hair" is, in effect, be what you
want to be and do what you want
as long as you don't hurt anybody.
I admit she acts queerer than
William Buckley, but you can't
deplete the value of what she has
said. Litter and filfth hurts
everyone. Don't make M.C.C.
anymore of a toilet than it is. If
You Are Going To Shoot The Shit,
Pick It Up When You Miss The
Basket.

I apologize for the sensational
"come on" in the headline. So as
not to slanderize Dr. Good, I'd like
to retract part of that powerful
statement and state that Dr. Good
joins S.D. S. in wishing you all a
Merry Christmas.

committee and the Board of Trus-
tees.

In conjunction with this course,
a committee has been created to
help draw up similar courses for
any group that feels their field of
extra curricular work is deserving
of credit. If this might interest
you, contact Gene McGinnis,
Larry Einhorn or myself.

A widely discussed issue the last
few weeks, has been the practice
of giving away tickets to student
association functions. These
tickets, in the past, have been

given to anyone that our director
of social functions considers
deserving. Now a faction of The
Board bel ieves that these
complimentary admissions should
be s tr ict ly controlled. The
director, on the other hand, feels
he needs a certain number of these
tickets for last minute advertising
and other favors that either
"make or break" an activity. No
decision has been made as of yet.

Any questions or suggestions
that find their way into my
mailfolder would be greatly
appreciated.

Peace on Earth . . .
By Bruce Colburn

This slogan has always been a
symbol of fellowship among men.
It is used especially at this time of
the year, when everyone is
supposed to merry and joyous.
Many p e o p l e c a r r y t h e i r
prejudices and convictions right
into the holiday season.

At a time like this, people should
set aside their prejudices and
show a little goodwill toward their
fellow man. If people would
o v e r c o m e t h e i r v i o l e n t
tendencies, there might just be a
little peace. Many people do not
stop to consider other people's
feelings. They are very apathetic
towards others. Our so-called
revolutionaries fit this class. They
a r e so f i l l e d wi th self-
righteousness and what they
believe in, that they disrupt other
people's peaceful lives. They want

what they want, not what the
majority really wants.

If people would show some
goodwill towards others, the world
would revolve a little more easily.
Instead of thinking bad of someone
because of what he wears and how
long his hair is, take a positive
view toward him and appreciate
him as a person, instead of
classifying him as a thing,
because of his appearance.

Thus, in this season of good
cheer, be little bit nicer to your
fellowman and try thinking of
peace instead of how you are going
to conquer the world. Try carrying
your Christmas cheer into the
New Year, instead of turning on
and off just for Chris tmas.
Remember, things would be a lot
easier for us if we approached our
fellowman with a good word and
thought more of peace.

WHO IS DIRTY?
By Jerry Marquis

I've read just about every copy
of the Monroe Doctrine. In just
about every one, someone says
something about the long-haired
"Freaks" in the Brick Lounge.
There have been articles about
how these people (THEY ARE
PEOPLE) are the cause of the
mess in there everyday, and
drawings of them with garbage
around them.

These people aren't the cause of
this litter above. It's everyone!
There are about 5,000 full-time
students in this school, and
somet ime during the day,

everyone passes through this area
and maybe drops a cigarette, a
coffee cup, or an empty coke can.
This is where the litter is coming
from! Just because these so-called
"freaks" happen to gather in the
brick lounge in their spare time,
they are blamed!

On the morning of December 8th
and the 9th, the freaks cleaned up
the brick lounge. I imagine they
will probably keep doing this to
show the people in this school that
they aren't as dirty as everyone
thinks, and mainly that they care

DO YOU CARE? The next time
you drop something in that area,
don't forget who's cleaning it up.
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TEACHER EVALU

0A/

AN INTERVIEW WITH GENE McGINNIS
By Pati Peake

The incident which actually
initiated the proposal of teacher
evaluation was the sit-in that
occured las t April in the
Adminis t ra t ion bu i ld ing ,
concerning teacher evaluation.
SDS l eade r John Hughes
requested that the students have a
50% voice in such matters. As a
result, an All-College Committee
was formed consisting of students,
administrators and faculty. Gene
McGinnis was one of three stu-
dent representatives on t h i s

c o m m i t t e e . The t e a c h e r
evaluation idea was proposed
thusly. An evaluatory opportunity
was made available last year but
was u n o r g a n i z e d and
unsuccessful. The All-College

Committee worked tediously over
the summer on this teacher
evaluation to make it an available
and successful endeavor for this
year. The proposed evaluation was
a p p r o v e d by the F a c u l t y
Association after much red tape
and many mixed emotions (see
page 9 of the Nov. 19th M-D) with
the exception of two or three
members, and after adding the
l a s t ques t ion " w o u l d you
recommend this teacher to
another student" the Student
Association accepted it and
proceeded to distribute the forms
to classrooms. Unfortunately, not
all students took this opportunity
seriously; to those students who
failed to fill out the questionnaire
— you're only hurting yourself and
other students that follow you. It
was your chance to speak your
piece, be it good or bad. Gene put
a lot of work into this evaluation
and so did the people who helped
him.

The results of the questionnaire
will be compiled sometime this
week. However, the Faculty
Association may stall some in
turning the results over to the
Student Association. At that time
newspaper-like pamphlets will be
printed and distribution will be in
the hands of Student Association

High!!!
Happy
Electric

Day—G.E.

President, Jim McEwen. It will
cost $1,300.00 to print these, and
the decision will be by executive
board vote as to whether this cost
will come from the Student
Association or if students will pay
a nickel to secure a copy. At any
rate, it depends on the Faculty
Association how soon the results
will be available.

Gene McGinnis wishes to thank
the Faculty Association for
recognizing the students' right to
evaluate them, the All-College
Committee for devoting their time
this summer and to the students
who showed an interest and
worked in the computing center as
the risk of failing Apathy 101.
Let's hope that the results can be
helpful to both students and
faculty.
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TEACHER EVALUATION OF STUDENTS
UNFAIR?

More Realistic Methods
for Evaluating Student

Abilities
(Condensed from an article
appearing in the January,

1971 issue of Technical
Education News,

McGraw-Hill)
Submitted by

Prof. Ronald Tocci,
Electronics Tech.

It seems that in the midst of our
s o - c a l l e d ' ' e d u c a t i o n a l
revolution" the faculty in two-
year colleges have remained
somewhat complacent perhaps
because they feel that since their
programs are revelant , the
students should not have anything
to really complain about. It may
be true that many of our programs
are, for the most part, practical
and relevant; however, there are
still many areas for concern. If
one listens closely to these
students and allows them to speak
freely, it becomes apparent that,
among other things, many of them
are dissatisfied with present
traditional methods of testing and
evaluating their abilities in the
various subject areas.

The following undesirable
characteristics of traditional
methods of evaluation have
become apparent to me through
many discussions with students,
through three years of observing
the effects of testing on students,
and because I have been a student
for almost my entire life:

1. By testing the ability to
memorize facts, notes or methods
of problem solution, the instructor
d i s c o v e r s only the mos t
superficial aspects of a student's
understanding. Where do we get
the notion that testpassers have
learned anything other than how
to pass the test?

2. Too much pressure is put on
the student because of the
combined effects of a time
restruction and the need to get the
answers right the first time. How
often have you heard students say
after taking a test, "Boy, I thought
I really knew that stuff, but did I
ever choke," or, '"Gee, if I had
more time I could've done a lot
better"? There is an increasingly
large number of students who
psychologically are not prepared
to o p e r a t e u n d e r such
circumstances; who are we to say
that if they cannot, then they are
not capable or understanding and
performing well under more
realistic circumstances?

3. One of the principle reasons
for t e s t i ng is to d i s coce r
weaknesses. If so, then what is the
sense in down-grading and
punishing these weaknesses and
often causing the student to
control them by faking or bullying
or even cheating? By giving a
student a let ter grade or a
numerical grade, the instructor
has informed the student quite
i n a d e q u a t e l y a b o u t h i s
weaknesses. Even if the instructor
reviews the entire test with the

' class, he is only showing them the
correct reasoning involved in
arriving at the answer; these
things don't always help the
student to understand where he
went wrong in his reasoning or
why his seemingly logical
reasoning led him to the wrong
conclusions. The student will not
learn from his errors if he really
doesn't understand why they're
wrong. All too often I have seen
students with very little self-
confidence simply accept the
instructor's answers without
questioning the validity of their
own work. Later , they will
frequently make the same errors
in reasoning because they are
unaware of them.

4. Too much emphasis is placed
on problem doing rather than
problem solving; in other words,
traditional tests often contain
cook-book type problems that
follow a step-by-step procedure
which, if done correctly, will lead
to predetermined solutions. The
type of student who does well on
this type of exam is the conformist
who will practice at a particular
type of problem until he has
m a s t e r e d the t e c h n i q u e .
Unfortunately, once a student has
learned the techniques, this very
often tends to lessen the
motivation to learn, the concepts
underlying these techniques. On
the other hand, the skeptical,
inquisitive student who is looking
for something more meaningful
t h a n p u r e m o r i z a t i o n of
techniques is forced to confrom if
he wants to make decent grades.

B e c a u s e of t he a b o v e
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , it can be
rightfully assumed that many
capable students are being washed
out of programs because too
many of t h e i r i n d i v i d u a l
weaknesses or problems go
undetected. This is all well and
good if it is our desire to decrease
student to faculty ratios after the
first semester. But I am certain
that none of us want to think that
any student who has the potential
to succeed in our programs is
being rejected because of faults in
our evaluation system.

The question now becomes one
of how to restructure the system
so as to eliminate all of these
inherent prejudices and at the
same time provide a meaningful
means of informing students about
their weaknesses. The root of the
problem in restructuring the
system lies in the student-faculty
relationship; the student performs
and the professor judges. Seldom,
if ever, is there any indication that
the student and the instructor are
partners in the learning process.
An effort should be made whereby
the student and instructor could
jointly evaluate the student's work
with the goal being to improve his
performance in weak areas and
not to downgrade or punish him
for them. Of course, a major
stumbling block here would be the
amount of time involved in
conference with individual
students. If this is the only
obstacle, then we owe it to our
students to find ways to more
efficiently provide such an
evaluation system.

One approach is to combine the
testing and evaluation functions
into one e x p e r i e n c e . The
E l e c t r o n i c s T e c h n o l o g y
Department of Monre Community
College has done this in several
courses with almost unanimous
student support. The testing and
evaluation in these courses is done
in smal l group ' ' p r o b l e m
sessions" which usually take place
during the three-hour laboratory
period. The necessity of having
small groups and a long time
period will become obvious as
these problem sessions are
described. The students are
usually presented with three or
four problems which they can
work on at their own pace during
the three-hour period. The
students are given about thirty
minutes to begin work on the
problems before the instructor*s)
begins c i r c u l a t i n g . As he
c i r cu l a t e s , the ins t ruc to r
performs several functions:

1. If a student has drawn a blank
in his thinking on a certain
problem, the instructor consults
with him individually and tries to
determine where his problem lies.
Very often, the student has
misinterpreted the problem

statement or does not understand
the wording; in such a case, the
instructor can restate the problem
more exactly for the student and
allow him to work on it from
there. In some cases the student is
not sufficiently prepared to do the
problem; here the instructor can
refer him to the necessary text
material and allow him to use it in
solving the problem. When he
completes the problem the
instructor can then evaluate his
understanding by asking pertinent
questions or modifying the
problem and letting the student
re-do it without any aids.

2. As each student completes a
given problem, the instructor will
check it over to determine areas
where the student has performed
incorrectly or inadequately. In
these areas she asks the student to
relate to him the reasoning
process followed in arriving at the
results. In many cases the student
will have used seemingly good
reasoning and here the instructor
must try to get the student to
determine the fault, if any, in his
approach to the solution. Here is
the key step in making the
problem session an educatinally
beneficial experience; when the
student sees where he went wrong
he is then allowed to rework that
part of the problem, hopefully
with a new outlook. Later, the
instructor wil l ' recheck the
student's second effort and repeat
the above process. Sometimes
more than two cuts are needed
before the student performs
cor rec t ly . Here again, the
instructor can evaluate the
student's understanding by asking
questions related to the problem,
or by modifying the problem and
letting the student repeat it. The
trial and error process is a
realistic one because it fits the
student for the kind of learning he
will do outside the classroom on
the job.

3. The instructor is responsible
for seeing that each student
completes each problem correctly
with or without aid from the
instructor or text material. If a
student is a slow worker or one
who c a m e in e x t r e m e l y
unprepared for the problem
session, then the instructor could
either allow him to finish the work
at home or during a free period
when both instructor and student
are available. This is usually not
necessary if the problems are
designed to fit into a two-hour
period. It is essential that the
student completes all of the work
if he is to develop good analytical
techniques and the ability to
approach complex problems
logically.

4. For several reasons, grading
of problem sessions is often
necessary: for one thing, many
students need to have an incentive
for preparing themselves; and in
some courses the problem sessions
may be the only place where
testing and evaluation is done. The
grading is probably the biggest
headache for the instructor
because unlike traditional tests,
the problem session cannot be
graded on a strictly objective
basis. It seems reasonalbe that a
student who can come in and do
the problems with little, if any,
help from the instructor should
receive a better grade than one
who needs a push here and there;
the instructor, however, has
completed each problem, because
the problem session itself is
designed to teach the student.
N e e d l e s s to s a y , no two
instructors will have exactly the
same evaluation of a given
student's performance on a given
problem; as such, whenever

possible, grading of the problem
session (other than pass-fail type
grading) should be done by one
instructor.

The problem session approach
as described above is not without
its disadvantages: First, as was
already mentioned, accurate
grading is difficult , if not
impossible, to achieve; second,
the amount of effort expended by
the instructor cannot be compared
to any other teaching activity
(except, perhaps the laboratory).
After running a three hour
problem session with ten or
twelve students, I can truthfully
say that I have emerged both
p h y s i c a l l y and m e n t a l l y
exhausted; third, along the same
lines, the instructor must be
careful that he des not let the
student use him as a crutch. The
instructor must be a prodder and a
facilitator of learning, but the
student has to do the work.

None of these drawbacks are
significant enough to withstand a
strong, conscientious effort. From

my personal experience, the
educational and psychological
benefits to the student far
o u t w e i g h any of t h e s e
considerations. There is also a
great deal of benefit to the
instructor in that he will develop a
better understanding of the
problems s tudents have in
grasping certain concepts; and he
will find that he is able to explain
these concepts in simple, physical
terms without running to the
blackboard and diving into a
mathematical dissertation.

In summary, it can be said that
t h e r e is much need for a
restructuring of traditional testing
and evaluation procedures, from
both a p r a c t i c a l and a
philosophical standpoint. The
problem session approach is one
move in the right direction. It is
up to the educators, not the
administrators or students, to
develop different techniques such
as this in an effort to bring student
and instructor together in a joint
effort aimed at the overall
improvement, not criticism, of the
student's abilities.

By Terry L. Lynch
During College Hour on

Monday, December 7, the
Newman Community sponsored a *
discussion with three VISTA
volunteers on their views of the
VISTA organization and their
roles in it. About twenty five
persons participated in the
discussion with Ildi Cszmor, Steve
Wirth, and Dave Wilson, who are
currently working in Rochester
with the S o u t h e a s t Area
Ecumenical Youth Ministry.

One portion of their talk dealt
with the structure of the VISTA
program, which consists of a six
week training program and one
y e a r of work in some
underdeveloped area. There are
two divisions of VISTA; the
national pool and the community
program. People selected from
the national pool may be sent to
any area of the nation, while
community program volunteers
work in their own area. Ildi, Dave
and Steve (who are from the
national pool) felt that community
volunteers were more effective
because they were already
familiar with the area.

In r e g a r d s to the i r own
experiences in Rochester, they
began with a training program
which was handled by a local firm,
not the VISTA. They were rather
dissappointed with this aspect of
the program, as they were with
the fact that their work does not
bring them into contact with the
poverty stricken areas of the city.
After only a short time they
realized that they weren't going to
be able to change the world — or
Rochester, but they feel that they
have accomplished a great deal on
a personal level with many of
those who have come to them for
help. Their major work is in "drop-
in centers" where troubled youth
can come for help. They often
work with people between the
ages 12 and 18 who are alcoholics,
drug abusers. runaways, or are in
trouble with the law. Anyone
interested in the Rochester
program or the national VISTA
program is invited to drop in at 810
South Clinton Avenue to talk to a
volunteer.

All considered, the discussion
provided an unusually frank view
of Volunteers In Service To
America.

The Night Before . . .
'Twas the night before Christmas

and all through the school
not a student was rioting
or defying a rule.

Security guarded the hallways with care
in hopes that their paychecks soon would be there!

The hippies were nestled all snug in their beds
while visions of mescaline danced in their heads!

And the M-D in bliss with a censorship rap
had just settled down for a long winter's nap,

When in the Brick Lounge there arose such a clatter
we sprang from the office, to check out the matter.

When what to our bloodshot eyes should appear,
but all of the frat boys and all of their beer,

and a little old man, so lively and quick
I knew in a moment he must be St. Nick.

He whistled and jumped, and shouted with glee
and called for more beer from a young coed's knee!

"On Gamma, on Zeta, on Iota and Beta
on Delta, and Sigma, on Kappa and Theta"

He was dressed all in fur, from his head to his shoe
except for his jeans and his shirt was See-Thru.

He put down his sack and hitched up his pants,
dialed WMCC and started to dance

and his belly was shaking as he moved
and the Staff took pictures as old Santa grooved.

Then he hopped in his sleigh, and flew into the night
But yet before he was out of sight

He turned and winked, and jangled his keys
"I can do as I please, I'm on the Board of Trustees!"

Merry Christmas to all, and to a l l . . .
a Good Night.

R. Stuart Marks

Vista Meets
With Newman
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An Answer For the Left
By Richard A. Niedermaier

While reading the NOW section
of the Sunday D&C. I came across
a letter written to the friends of
the Flower City 8. After reading
this letter I could not but help wish
that I had written it. This letter
was so well thought out, and so
obviously reasonable, that with
the permission of its writer, I am
going to reprint it in my column
An Open Letter to the friends of the
Flower City 8.

By Dorothy Livadas
Some church people gathered at

Asbury First Methodist Church
recently to support the avowedly
sincere and well-intentioned, but
misguided, young people who are
on trial for raiding the Federal
Building. After listening intently
to the fervent supporters of the
Conspiracy people, one came
away with a f e e l i n g of
hopelessness. Not because of the
cause, to end the war , is
insupportable. But one despaired
at the lack of pragmatism evinced
by almost everyone in that
audience.

Suppose, for a moment, that

A Piece
Of Slim

By Himself
Last week the dirty people of the

brick lounge cleaned up the
supposedly messy brick lounge.
With their own hands and brooms
they laboriously went at their
task. I guess the administration's
cleaneruppers are on strike in the
brick lounge area. To Dr. Good
and his cheerleaders: we give you
money to help pay the people to
clean up. Are you screwing your
supporters again? We may be ugly
and dirty but we are still human
beings. Have Dr. Good's agents
ever seen the mess left by the
wretched people of the game room
area?

Who were the two P.S. students
someone saw lighting up a couple
of joints in building 8? They were
also seen embracing each other
afterwards. Is this what that evil
drug makes people do? Is this the
thing that is making the world
it is? No, it is this and all the other
false drugs. I never get high on
false drugs, I use the real thing.

Now for the Christmas story.
Twas the n i g h t b e f o r e

Christmas and all through the
house, people were tripping and
flipping out;

The stocking were hung by the
hash pipe on the wall while people
were dropping and hoping to have
a ball;

The children were upstairs in
their cute little beds hoping for
the next morning to find some
reds;

The day after Christmas was a
real heavy time, the stash under
the tree was real fine.

Remember, the ALLEY on
Ridge Road will be open for your
listening and dining pleasure. No
alcohol of course.

Now for E l e c t r i c Day,
tomorrow is the day that we
celebrate. Here are the plans:
Get to school early, keep it neatly
stashed, be cool to other people,
WMCC will broadcast good music
for our heads. Electric drinks will
be cool but watch it man, it will be
your neck. .If you bring other
things, be cool with them and do
them only with people you know.
Don't mess up this day, if you do
we won't have any more. BE
COOL, BE COOL, BE COOL, BE
COOL . . . / . . . . MERRY
CHRISTMAS TO EVERYBODY
AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO
EVERYBODY, AND I HOPE 1971
WILL BE MORE PRODUCTIVE
AND LESS DANGEROUS TO
OUR HEALTH.

Americans laid down their arms,
all Selective Service offices shut
down, and we refused, as a nation,
on humanitarian grounds, to fight
any time, anywhere. Suppose the
doctrine of passive resistance to
be our last resort. How would this
end war?

Surely those who justify
unlawful means of bringing this
about do not presume to speak for
the Russians, North Koreans,
North Vietnamese, or the Red
Chinese? They are not preaching,
so far as we know, a similar
doctrine, or spreading an idea that
war must be abolished.

In lending considerable moral
and financial support to these
dedicated but misled young
people, are they not imperiling
America's future? Are they not
also helping to sow the seeds of
anarchy?

We cannot have it both ways. If
war is monstrous, it is always so.
We cannot contend war must be
abolished and is immoral only
when one disapproves of a
particular war. If we do. then the
rantings against war are
hypocritical.

One is terribly curious to hear
how the sympathizers would have
stopped Hitler. On humanitarian
grounds they have ruled out war
as a means to prevent his

monstrous aggression.
An answer of "we don't know"

or an honest but evasive "we are
still seeking a solution" is not
satisfactory. It would force those
of us who disagree to suggest that
until the sympathizers have come
up with a better solution to
submit, respectfully, that they
have not the right to place all of us
at the mercy of their beliefs, no
matter how noble and altruistic.
To jeopardize the freedom of an
ent i re nation by leaving it
unarmed when danger lurks
around the corner, is to play into
the hands of our enemies.

Until the mind can spread the
doctrine of peace to everyone and
have all espouse it, isn't it a bit
foolhardy of them to denounce as
bloodthirsty those who, while
hating war, are ready to wage it
when necessary to support those
who sincerely but recklessly seek
to impose their mistaken brand of
"love" on all of us, even at the
risk of our necks?

There happen to be many who do
not feel that suicide, or self-
sacrifice, are the solution to any
problem. While we abhor war we
abhor even more the sight of
America blindly hurtling to its
own destruction, led by well
meaning groups whose zeal has
overcome their ability to face
reality.

Amen.

GLASS ONION

S.D.S. BEGINS
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

By Rich Mallory
The M.C.C. chapter of SDS has

begun a drive to recruit members.
Many student associate this group
with violent revolutionaries, but
this is not the case. These people
are all concerned with the
problems in the school, and are
willing to work toward a peaceful
solution of them.

At the moment, they need
people. They need your ideas and
help. As a group they are willing
to undertake any problem that

students show an interest in. So
far this year they have worked on
expansion of the schoo l ' s
facilities, womens liberation,
draft counseling, and a day care
center for faculty and students
alike.

They hope to have an
information table in the Brick
Lounge every Wednesday. If you
would like to attend a meeting,
they are Mondays and Thursday in
6-401.

997999999??? ????????????
E i g h t e e n m a j o r

recommendations of the Selective
Service System's Youth Advisory
Committees have or are being
implemented due to what Draft
Director Curtis Tarr calls " . . .
c o n s t r u c t i v e , y o u t h f u l
participation in the change
mechanism of the American
democra tic process.''

T a r r ' s comment is in an
introductory letter to a twenty-
two page booklet, "Dialogue +
Act ion + P a r t i c i p a t i o n
= Change!", released today as a
follow-up report to an earlier
publication listing results of the
June 28 - July 2 Nat iona l
Confernece of 109 Selective
Service Youth Advisor delegates
here in Washinton, D.C.

In the report to his Agency's 750
Youth Advisors across the
country, Dr. Tarr noted, " . . .
t h a t of t he t h i r t y - s i x
recommendations submitted,
eighteen have or are being
implemented, thanks to your
suggestions and year long work of
our staff." He adds, "Six are
being studied further. Ten were
beyond the jurisdictional control
of the Selective Service System
and were r e f e r r ed to the
Executive Branch or the Congress
for consideration. Only two have
been disapproved." Selective
Service spokesmen note that
many of the plans approved were
the joint result of Youth Advisors'
recommendations and already-
underway staff projects.

Of the e i g h t e e n
recommendations adopted, a
sampling include: increasing the
quality and quantity of draft
information for registrants,
schools and counselors; making

local boards more representative
of today's young registrants;
broadening the conscientious
o b j e c t o r work p r o g r a m ;
computerizing and updating
operations and data collection;
improving rules to minimize draft
evasion; and providing closer
supervision of local board actions.
A complete listing is found in the
new booklet.

"CHANGE!" is being mailed to
all Selective Service Youth
Advisors, members of the Senate
and House Armed Service
Committees, the President's
Council on Youth Opportunity, The
White House Confernece on
Children and Youth, The White
House and to the heads of private
organizat ions and Federa l
Departments and Agencies
involved with youth-oriented
functions.

Selective Service Director Tarr,
in his introductory letter, urged
the young advocates of change to
". . . always keep in mind that
dialogue and criticism generate
pressure, but participation
prompts productive action and
meaningful change. We are
striving to develop means to
incorporate participation by all

ByC. J.Callahan
I still loved her very much. Her

green eyes had smiled into mine,
and her face an image carved into
my brain for eternity. Now it was
Christmas season, and all the
stores had their bright decorations
up and all the people were smiling.
She was gone, though, and I was
miserable. I hated Christmas. It
seemed that everybody except me
was happy, and I felt as alone as a
person can feel.

I did my best to bring other
people into unhappiness. I
complained, I argued, I refused to
smile, but everyone kept Merry
Christmasing me and grinning.

The couples I saw walking on
the street were the worst. They
held on to each other and I could
almost feel the warmth and love
they had together. More than
anything I wanted to be with that
green-eyed girl and feel her love
as I gave her mine. The knowledge
that I was alone and probably
would continue to be alone iced the
warmth of the love I had

stagnating inside of me.
Christmas day that year was

one of the worst days of my life,
and I will always remember it as
such. The gift exchanging was
meaningless, the Christmas
dinner tasted bland. I felt hollow
and cold inside, and I wished
everybody would stop being so
happy. I was as unhappy as
everyone else was glad.

That was some time ago, and I
know that this Christmas is going
to be a happy one for me. There
are a lot of people who won't be
happy, though, especially those
who feel alone. If you know
someone who feels bad about
something, he'll feel especially
bad about it at this time of the
year. Take your smile off for
awhile and talk to him, really try
to help by giving him someone
who tries to understand. This is a
far more valuable gift than any
material thing. Give someone love
and understanding for Christmas
this year. It will make your
Christmas happier too.

HIGHWAY SAFETY
During the holiday season the

public's awareness of highway
accidents is intensified by
continual reports of the mounting
death toll. These grim statistics
are not limited to holiday periods
however, but contine throughout
the year.

Every year the number of
vehicles on New York State
highways increases and every
year the number of miles traveled
by these vehicles sets new
records. It is within this setting
that New York works to improve
traffic safety.

Our success in this area is
demonstrated by the fact that
New York's overall safety record
has been better than the national
record in each of the past eleven
years. During the past decade we
have led the nation in legislation
and actions to prevent and reduce
serious injuries, loss of life and
property damage caused by
accidents on American highways.
This leadership was recognized by
leading members of both political
parties in both houses of Congress
during the formulation and
passage of the National Traffic
and Moter Vehicle Safety Act of

e l e m e n t s of our s o c i e t y ,
particularly youth, who are
concerned about the draft. In this
effort, we need your invaluable
help — your participation."

The Youth A d v i s o r y
Committees were begun by
President Nixom in June 1969,
with panels now averaging over a
dozen members attached to all 56
S t a t e S e l e c t i v e S e r v i c e
Headquarters. The young people
range in age from 18 to 26 and
represent diverse backgrounds.
They a re chosen by the i r
individual State Selective Service
Directors, generally for an initial
tenure of one year.

Copies of the new Youth
Advisory Committee booklet are
available to the press at the Public
Information Office in Selective
Service's National Headquarters,
1724 F Street, N.W., Room 101,
Washington, D.C. 20435.

M.C.C. Billiard Tourney

1966 which was based in part on
New York's pioneering achieve-
ments.

These efforts in recent years
have included:

— A requirement that seat belts
be i n s t a l l e d as s t a n d a r d
equipment in new cars.

— Formulation of the first
safety standards for tires and
brake linings.

— Pattern-setting legislation
(such as padded dasboards and
visors, dual braking systems,
collapsible steering columns,
improved door locking devices)
setting forth the proposition, later
nationally accepted, that the
vehicle itself must be made much
safer as a priority effort while
other aspects of highway safety
are pursued.

— The concept and legislation,
in 1965, for a New York State
safety car prototype project
aimed at developing a vehicle
containing all the safety design
components possible in this
decade. This project is now part of
the National Traffic and Motor
Vehicle Safety Act and will be the
guide for future federal safety
requirements.

— The requirement for periodic
inspection of motor vehicles,
which is being encouraged
nationally under federal legis-
lation.

— Legislation to improve driver
pe r fo rmance and remove
violators from the highways,
including the first law prescribing
penalties for driving with ability
impaired by alcohol, a measure
which has become a model for
other states.

— Motorcycle operator licens-
ing legislation which became the
model for federal standards.

— Adoption of the one-license
concept wherein a driver may
possess only one license at a time.

These and other actions taken
by the R e p u b l i c a n S t a t e
administration have helped
provide the impetus as well as
point the direction for federal
steps to promote safety on the
highway.

Even with this long record of
achievement, the number of
accidents and highway deaths
continue to mount and there is a
cont; ing and urgent need for
measures which will further
reduce the death and accident
rates on the State's highways. I
personally am now readying new
legislation concerning the drunk
driver and have been working
closely with a concerned
Rochester citizen's group. The
Committee on Drunken Drivers.
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Women's Liberation Discussion

By Floyd
In the Little Theater on the 8th

of December , there was a
discussion on women's liberation.
The first speaker was Gloria
S t e i n e m , whose t a lk was
interesting, fresh and at times
funny, yet hard-hitting at male
dominance. Dorothy Pitman
followed. Her speech was slower,
shorter, and gave you the strong
feeling that she was putting her
heart into the speech. After these
two speakers presented their

women's liberation as people's
liberation.

In the following discussion most
of the questions asked to them
were to explain their statements.
One question was, what could be
done on campus? They suggested
that other campuses have set up
child care centers, obtained equal
funding for women athletics,
s t a r t e d w o m e n ' s s t u d i e s
programs, obtained birth control
and abortion information, worked
to eliminate job discrimination
and work to inform people of the

The Flower City Conspiracy:
A Political Analysis

views, they conducted a lively
discussion and question period.
Both sides were discussed, and
while the audience at times
laughed or applauded a statement,
they allowed anyone who wanted
to to air their views. When they
were forced to stop the discussion,
the general feeling was one of
regret on not being able to
continue. Earlier they were able
to keep from stopping the
discussion when it was suggested.

In Gloria Steinem's speech,
she spoke about the myth around
women and women's liberation:
how they want equal rules on
morality and conduct, laws that
don't discriminate against them
and respect for their labors at
home or work and as human
beings. . . how they are equal to
men biologically and intelligently
except in reproduction . ./. that
Sigmund Freud's theory on Penis
envy is a male egot i s t i ca l
statement. Womens Lib. is not
against men.

She then stated some of the aims
and accomplishments of the
Liberation movement: To take
away the pressure to carry and
have children; that abortion be
legalized and birth control
information be easier to obtain. In
religion nuns have replaced
priests, Jewish women are writing
prayers, and Protestant women
now are voting and holding
offices. The children will grow up
healthier. The marriages of
working women are better and
healthier children are raised. In
many marriages the wives are in
reality a free maid and part-time
girl. What they want is to make
women and being a wife dignified.

Dorothy Pitman said in her
portion of the program that in the
day care center she found that the
children are able to say no if told
to do something they don't want to
do and take a project they want.
The children help teach the ones
who are only 1 or 2 years younger
and they learn from contact with
each other. They are taught to
stand up for their rights and not to
take any shit (her own word) from
anyone. To make her school a
r e a l i t y , Doro thy and he r
companion fought a long, hard,
uphill battle against racial and
sexual discrimination and legal
government operation. To her,
education is important but not just
middle class education. It must
also be education of the minorities
too. She wants women to be
t r e a t e d as human b e i n g s ;

r e a l m e a n i n g of w o m e n s
liberation. Members of the
audience who came up with
opposite views were listened to,
then discussed.

Of the people who came were
representatives of two nation-
wide groups working for women's
liberation. The MCC chapter for
Students for a Democratic Society
have plans for a local day care
center. The other group, NOW, the
National Organization of Women
will be holding a meeting at the
Unitarian church, 220 Winton Rd.
Rochester at 8:00 o'clock January
12th. Their meeting will be high-
lighted by a discussion on
Motherhood and a Career.

By Marian Kester, U. R. Journal
Eight people were tried in this

city for purging their souls at
public expense. For more than two
w e e k s , t h e F l o w e r C i t y
Conspiracy trial was daily packed
by a cul t ish a s so r tmen t of
adventurist radicals, community
peace hacks, and truant high-
schoolers, and visited by such
luminaries of the field as William
Kunst ler (who in a speech
support ing the defendants
continued his Christ-and-the-
Revolutionary War allegory),
David Dellinger (who termed
them "the best of America"), and
Daniel Berrigan. The kind of
support the FCC had been
receiving was financial, ethical,
narrowly-based, and approving of
their tactics, which are founded on
self-election to the post of
Conscience of America and being
able to afford the luxury of
demonstrative moral superiority
to philistines (i.e., most
Americans).

In the courtroom, just after
B e r r i g a n had t e s t i f i ed in
defendant Joe Gilchrist's behalf, a
marshal in an iridescent green
suit remarked, "You'd think
Berrigan was gonna walk on the
waters," Since September the
defense effort has been well-
publicized, intensive, and culture-
expository (dinners, speeches,
workshops, concerts), ranging in
sponsors from local peace groups,
to church organizations, to the
even less political, and aimed at a
small, hop audience. Basically,
the trial was viewed as a ref-
erendum on the Vietnam War
r a t h e r than as a c r i m i n a l
proceeding, at least by the
defense, as the prosecuting
attorney, Wolford, operated on the
a s s u m p t i o n t h a t s o m e
establishable crime had in fact
been committeed. The entire
defense, which was conducted by
the Conspiracy themselves with
the exception of Gilchrist, had an
oppressively moralistic air about
it, to which the aforementioned
marshal reponded, and which

obviously attracted the very young
politically.

From this general analysis
grows a more specific one relating
to the Conspiracy 8 themselves.
As a group and individually,
Williams, Nicholson, Glick,
Gilchrist, Bonekemper, Squire,
Callahan, and Meyerding are
self possessed, sincere, strong-
willed people, yet lacking in
comprehension of the nature of
social evil, and beguiled by the
illusory beauty of self-sacrifice.
Destructive acts of even a
nonviolent but theatrical and
disruptive kind are anchored
ultimately in undemocratic,
i d e a l i s t i c (as opposed to
materialistic, in a philosophic-
historical sense) , and self-
indulgent premises, and these
very premises provide in their
more v io lent ve rs ion the
Weathermen's rationale as well:
messianic intervention, the
imposition of the will (attack) of
an extralegal elite on the
majority.

Clearly, the FCC hoped to use
moral blackmail in reforming at
least Rochester. As Gilchrist
e x p l a i n e d d u r i n g h i s
a u t o b i o g r a p h i c a l C r o s s -
examination, "If you know these
things, what can you do to be
effective? My answer is that the
only thing in my power and
capability as a nonviolent person
was to attack draft files. And,
naturally, to anyone who does
know "these things" — the facts
of the war — the opinion of the
FCC is incontestable. However, as
the defendants themse lves
seemed not to realize as they
shouted moral challenges at Judge
Burke and at the DA, one cannot
speak in such purely personal
terms to those who see the end of
the war as the end of their
employment, for instance, or to
the families who've had to cough
up GI's; in other words, what of
those who are directly threatened
by the very general, vague
summons of p a c i f i s t s and
"cultural revolutionaries" to
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jump off the cliff of history with
their mor tgages , thei r 3.4
children, and their tenuous
incomes in tow? Can it be true
that moral "commitment" by
individuals is the basic answer to
amoral phenomena?

The point is that talk of a
"spiritual revolution" to be
brought on by exemplary acts
such as the Conspiracy's and the
Catonsville 9's is bankrupt;
without the actual material
organizat ion of their l ives
changing, people are unable to
unburden themselves of certain
mores and ideologies. Any call to
end the war must include demands
to end layoffs, create productive
jobs, and reconvert the economy
- not at taxpayers' expense.

Ripping up draft files is no
alternative, neither is it effective
or issue-raising; it poses a
dilemma rather than a solution,
asks people to be sacrificial lambs
rather than a political force.
Unlike Ted Glick declared, the
issue is not "whether we are going
to change our lives to save our
brothers and sisters who are dying
under American bombs," which
asks none of the concrete, serious,
organizational questions that has
visions give rise to. It is, rather:
What socioeconomic formations of
the U.S. in 1970 cause imperialist
wars, racism, and deteriorating
living standards, and how can they
be reconstructed?

Intellectuals and students are of
little use if even they are unable to
transcend the interest-group
mentally of capitalism, and to
approach other groups with a
programatic key to unlocking each
from its narrow, alienated social
perspective. This the FCC failed
to do; they appeared as an interest
group making demands in its own
interest and neglecting social
dynamics and the implications of
those demands. Respect in the
abstract is insufficient, and must
be accompanied by a rea l ,
humanist understanding of the
forces at work on people in
translating one dream of Supreme
Good (peace, freedom, self-
realization) into terms that speak
to all.

Last week the defendants
asserted that "the issue here is
the war, not who did what when."
But it was not. The outcome of the
war could not hinge on conviction
or acquittal of the Flower City
Conspiracy. Put in terms that
those who haven't the leisure to
philosophize or experiment with
life-styles can respond to, offering
means of organization with the
power to unite divided-and-
conquered interest groups —
recognizing and dealing with the
ways they, as welfare recipients,
w o r k e r s , unemployed , or
minorities perceive the economic
decay and resultant decadence of
this country — the fine-wrought
dedication of those eight people
could have led to more than
martyrdom. Meanwhile, the draft
grinds on.

Major Event
Brockport, N.Y., Dec. 7, 1970 -

The speech department at the
State University College at
Brockport will begin offering
work leading to the master of arts
degree next fall.

The State University of New
York central office in Albany
approved Brockpor t ' s new
master 's degree program in
speech last week.

The program will provide
advanced training in three
different areas within the field of
speech: Rhetoric and public
address; speech communication,
and speech education.

Students who did not major in
speech as undergraduates will be
eligible for the master's degree
program, but they may be
required to take more than the
generally required number of
courses.
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Monroe Grapplers Undefeated
The Tribune matmen are well

into the wrestling season with an
undisputable hold on first place.
Posting a five win, no loss, no tie
record, Monroe grapplers opened
their season with a 34-6 victory
over Genesee C.C. Erie C.C. fell
three days later 24-16. Two key
conference victories came back-to-
back as Monroe traveled to Delhi
Dec. 4, and then took on Cobleskill
only eighteen hours later, Delhi
Tech, the defending Region III
champions, was beaten decisively,
24-17. Against Cobleskill Ag &
Tech Monroe wrestlers scored
four pins and one win by default in
a 34-8 route. The Oswego JV's
were the most recent victims,
losing a hard-fought 23-14 contest.
Key matches to come will be
against Alfred, Morrisville, and
Broome. Check your calendar
schedule for exact dates.

Coach Roscoe Hastings has put
together the toughest line of
wrestlers Monroe has seen in its
brief three years of collegiate
competition. Thru the high caliber
of wrestlers recruited and Coach
Hastings' personal efforts, home
matches have drawn unexpectedly
large crowds of wrestling fans
this year.

In wrestling circles several of
Monroe's grapplers are known
throughout the state and nation for
their outstanding wrestling
achievements. Many of these
names will be familiar to you as
those of local schools.

Jim Koval at 118 lbs . is
Monroe's lightest wrestler. He is
from Cardinal Mooney. With a 1-4-
0 record , J i m has shown
noticeable improvement with
each match. He is usually
stronger than his opponent in
endurance and stamina but has not
been able to overcome their early
speed advantage.

Wrestling at 126 lbs. is Dan
Ranieri who is from Rush-
Henrietta. Dan is undefeated with
five wins and no ties. Three of
Dan's five wins were pins. On the
team, Dan is unequaled in his
mastery of the "fireman's carry"
which he has employed with great
success in scoring take downs.

At 134 lbs. Monroe's Wonder
Scott is also undefeated with four
wins, no losses and one tie. Being
a NYS Golden Gloves Champion,
Wonder is lightning fast, with
superb timing and an apparent
instinct for the quick fall. In his
last two matches, Wonder has
scored two falls in the total
elapsed time of 4:03. Wonder hails
from Franklin via the army.

Mike Miller has won five
victories in five matches in the 142
lbs. weight class. Mike likes to

catch his opponents off-guard and
is extremely good at leg-pinning
combinations. Mike is from
Caledonia-Mumford.

At 150 lbs. Steve Cangialosi is
Jefferson's entry into the Monroe
line-up. Steve's record is 3-1-0 with
two pins and one decision to his
credit. His one loss was to the
defending national champion from
Delhi.

Bob Hildebrandt is reaping
team points for Monroe in several
weight classes: 150-158-167 lbs.
Bob is undefeated having scored a
pin, a default victory, a forfeit
victory, and two decisions. Bob is
back from last year's squad where
he finished fourth in Region III
competion. He was chosen co-
captain this year. His marriage
this summer does not seem to
have impaired his style any. Bob
comes to Monroe from York.

Gary St. James at 158 lbs. has
also werstled as high as 177 lbs.
this season. Gary, a co-captain,
also returned from last year's
team. Finishing second in the
region last year, Gary must now
avenge an unwarranted defeat
which has marred his record,
making him 4-1-0. Gary is a
craftsman at the single-leg take
down. He was a high school All-
American from Irondequoit.

At 177 lbs. Tony Joy and Richard
Cenzi are both 1-1-0. Tony and
Rick have alternately wrestled in
this weight class. Rick and Tony
are from Rush-Henrietta and
Bishop Kearny respectively.

Frank DiCesare is undoubtedly
the strongest and toughest but
definitely not the most gentle
wrestler in the line-up. At 190 lbs.
Frank has a 2-1-0 record, his one
loss was a decision when his
opponent scored two points in the
final second to win 6-4. Frank is
from Gates-Chili.

At heavyweight, Dave Barker is
the third wrestler for Monroe
from Rush-Henrietta. Dave is 2-2-
0 so far this season. On the mat
Dave ou t - th inks and out-
maneuvers his opponent without
relying on strength; his victory at
Cobleskill was a picturesque
cradle pin.

Glenn Jones from Cardinal
Mooney made his first appearance
on the mats at 142 lbs. against the
Oswego JV's. After losing the
in i t i a t i ve , Glenn wore his
opponent down in the second half
but lost a 12-7 decision. Glenn's
standing switch is one of the best
of anyone on the team.

John Burkin and Dave Young
are out with injuries. Dave, who
returned from last year's squad, is
co-captain. He is from East
Rochester. John is from
Irondequoit.

Boasting several national
prospects, this year's team is a
definite favorite to capture the
Regional title. To see an exciting
s p o r t w i t h e n t h u s i a s t i c
participants and fans come to any
of the Monroe Tribune wrestling
meets.
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Intercollegiate Tournament A Success

Of the 33 bowling teams present
at Olympic Bowl on Saturday,
Dec. 5th, 161 or 16%, of the 990
games bowled, were 200 or over

i

Mr. Monagan was on-hand to
award the trophies as follows:

F i r s t . . . O n o n d a g u a
Community College with 5701 total
pins.

Second . . . St. John Fisher No.
1 with 5674 total pins.

T h i r d . . . S y r a c u s e

University with 5669 total pins.
Fourth . . . RIT with 5661 total

pins.
Many thanks go to our 10

bowlers, who placed 15 and 20th;
Mrs . S e h e u r e m a n who co-
ordinated the tournament; the
coach and scorekeeper; and all
the clerical helpers and cheerers.

To the other schools, we say,
"See you in Utica, in April of
1971."

Ruth Edwards

LIBRARY HOURS
MID-WINTER RECESS

SUNDAY DEC. 20-CLOSED
DEC. 21-22 — 9 to 5:00 p.m.
DEC. 24-27 - Closed
DEC. 28-31-9 to 5:00 p.m.
JAN. 1-2-Closed

SUNDAY JAN. 3 —2 to 10:00 p.m.

M.C.C. Basketball Team: Standing— Coach Bruce
Shapiro, Dave Olin, Gene Williams, Jim Hunter, Pete
Barrett, Ed Page, Steve Moore, Asst. Coach Henry

Cooper. Kneeling— Hal Fryer, John Valenti, Jim
Norton, Monte Wilson, Austin Snead. (Not Pictured —
JimZallaca.)



What are you doing this December 25th? Maybe you'll sit
down to dinner in an expensive house in the suburbs to have
Christmas dinner with the family. Maybe you'll sit down to
dinner with your family in a not-so-expensive house in the city.
Maybe you'll be alone in your apartment, and a special girl or
guy will drop over to celebrate the holiday together with you.

Several hundred Americans will celebrate a lonely
Christmas this year; a table without husband or father. These
are the families of the American Prisoners of War in Vietnam.
These families often don't know whether the man of the house is
alive or dead, because the North Vietnamese are a little slow
releasing lists of prisoners, and many of those thought to be
prisoners have been missing since 1965. (What were you doing in
1965?)

The Vietnam War is a political war, and so leaders on both
sides are well aware of public opinion. For all their aloofness,
both U.S. and North Vietnamese leaders watch elections and
demonstrations in this country quite closely. For all their claims
of strength and independence, they know which way the wind
blows; they have to.

So what? So you can do something. You can clip out the form
letter below, sign your name to it, and mail it to the address on
coupon. It will cost you a 20c airmail stamp and dirty look from
the postman, but it will go to its destination. Letters like this are
being mailed all over the country today. If enough of them are
mailed, if enough people will gamble 20$ and a five-minute
effort, some lives just might be saved.

Or you can ignore this letter. You can have a good laugh at
the corny, sentimental garbage the M-D is printing these days.
You can say that the Vietnam War is immoral (maybe it is) and
that Nixon is a right-wing fanatic (maybe he is) and so the
American P.O. W. 's deserve what they got.

But either way, on December 25th, take a look at your father,
your husband, your brother, or yourself and think

What If It Was Him?

Minister Xuan Thuy
North Vietnam Delegation
Paris Peace Conference
Paris, France

Your Excellency,

I am disturbed about the condition of
American prisoners of war held in your country. I
ask you in the name of humanity to show evidence
of their humane treatment by listing their names,
inspection of prisons, repatriation of sick and
wounded, and allowing each one to write and
recieve mail.

Yours truly,


